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Introduction 
This paper is basically concerned with two problems. The first is the problem of 
lifting a monad m on a category X through a functor t : A + X to obtain a monad n on 
A; the guiding example is the case where m is the monad for groups on .P’er and t is 
the underlying set functor from topological spaces, so that n should be the monad for 
topological groups on 5op. Liftings of monads along monadic functors were consi- 
dered by Beck [l]. These methods were extended to liftings along arbitrary functors 
in [39]. However, application of these results to the above guiding example does not 
give the topological group monad on 90~ (merely the pullback of ycp +.5&t and 
%?rp +yer). The desired lifted monad is obtained by applying the results of the 
present paper which assert that the appropriate monad n does exist for all monads m 
when either t is a cofibration (2.19) or t is an (E, Mhopological functor into yet (3.8). 
The second problem is to find conditions on a square: 
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in Vat under which a left adjoint for u can be lifted to a left adjoint for c. The present 
results generalize previous ones [27, 28, 29, 37,41, 42, 431 in that: 
(a) the results hold in any 2-category, 
(b) the 2-cell C$ is not required to be an identity or an isomorphism, and 
(c) t need not be (,F, M)-topological. 
Our technique is to pass from the 2-category %‘at to the lax comma 2-category 
%‘utl]X where minor modifications of the theories of monads and Kan extensions are 
applied. The modification involves the introduction of right 2-exrensions into an 
object where S is a specified set of arrows into the object. In the 2-category %at]]X 
these become locally orthogonal 9-diagonals for squares in %‘ut with 2-cells in them. 
The connection between extensions in %‘utl]X, diagonals, and topological functors 
has been studied also by Rosicky [20]; however, he found it necessary to change the 
notion of pointwise extension as defined in [24] while we do not (except for the 
introduction of 9). Locally orthogonal J?-diagonals where shown to exist for 
semi-topological functors in [32] generalizing the work of [40]. This result can be 
interpreted as saying t : A +X is semi-topological when it is “9-complete relative to 
the strict arrows in Vur]]X”. 
The results on monads are obtained from the structure and semantics [23] in the 
2-category %zt]]X modified by the introduction of 2. 
The results on lifting adjoints are obtained from the theory of pointwise extensions 
[24] in %‘url]X g a ain modified by 9. Essential is a result of Pare (generalized in 1.17, 
1.18) which basically stems from the following principle which seems to have its 
origins in [13, Theorem 3.1, p, 6301, namely: if i :A +X, r :X+A ure funcrors, 
77 : l+ ri is a natural transformation, idempotents split in A, and X has a terminal 
object, then A has a terminalobject. Variations on this have appeared more recently in 
I361. 
Background material on categories can be obtained from Mac Lane [17] or 
Schubert [21], and on 2-categories from Kelly-Street [14]. Some knowledge of the 
terminology of the two earlier papers in this series [30; 321 will also be assumed. 
1. Preliminaries in a 2-Category 
1.1. In a 2-category 5Y, suppose 2 is a set of arrows with fixed target A and consider a 
diagram 
1.2. 
k 
B ‘Y 
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1.3. The diagram 1.2 is said to have the right g-extension property (or, p is said to 
exhibit f as a right 9-exrension of w along k) when, for all g : Y + A in 2 and 
a : gk * w, there exists a unique 6 : gaf such that LY = p . Sk. When ZC! consists of all 
the arrows into A we omit the prefix “S- ” in accordance with usual terminology [23; 
24; 261. When the uniqueness condition on S does not necessarily hold, we speak of a 
weak right 9-extension. 
1.4. Diagram 1.2 is said to be rigid when the only endo-2-cell S :f+/ satisfying 
p = p * 6k is the identity of L This is the case for example when the right S-extension 
property holds and f E 9. 
1.5. Diagram 1.2 is said to have the splitidempotentproperry when every idempotent 
S on f satisfying p = p * Sk splits in the category X( Y, A). This holds of course if 
the triangle is rigid. 
1.6. Diagram 1.2 is said to have the right 3?-extension property aty : G + Y when the 
comma object y/k [5; 241 exists and the pasted composite 2-cell 
Y/k 
do 
.G 
1.7. 
exhibits fy as a right 2 -extension of wdI along do. The diagram 1.2 is said to have the 
pointwise right 9-extension property when it has the right L?-extension property at 
each arrow with target Y. The following result comes from [24, Proposition 18, p. 
1271. 
1.8. Proposition. Suppose the comma object Y/k exists. Diagram 1.2 has the right 
S-extension property if and only if it has it at the identity of Y. 0 
1.9. Provided then that the comma objects y/k exist, diagram 1.2 has the right 
S-extension property if it has it pointwise. 
1.10. An arrow w : B + A is said to have a right 9-extension along k : B + Y at 
y : G + Y when the comma object y/k exists and there exists a diagram 
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1.11. 
e= 
\/ 
ud, 
A 
with the right kz -extension property. 
1.12. Define A to be 9-complete relatiue to k : B --, Y when each w : B + A has a 
pointwise right S-extension f along k with f c 9. 
1.13. Recall the definition of the 2-categoryMnd(5T) of monads in x [23]. An object 
(A, n) consists of an object A of .?Z, an arrow n :A +A, and 2-cells g : nn+n, 
77 : l,+n satisfying well-known equations. An arrow (t, u) : (A, n) + (X, m) consists 
of an arrow t : A +X and a 2-cell CT : mt * In in .?C satisfying compatibility equations. 
1.14. Recall also the discussion of structure and semantics in [23, Section 2, pp. 
154-61. In particular, recall that, for a monad (B, k) and an arrow u : B + A, if p 
exhibits n as a right extension of ok along u, then there exists a unique monad (A, n) 
such that (u, p): (B, k)+ (A, n) is a monad arrow; moreover, any other arrow of 
monads (u, p’) : (B, k) + (A, n’) factors through (c, p) via a unique arrow of monads of 
the form (1, T) : (A, n) + (A, n’). The modification of this required when n is only a right 
.9-extension of uk along u is that S must contain l,+ n, n’, n2, n”, n3. 
1.15. Suppose 9 is a set of arrows in .%! with target X. An arrow t : A +X is said to 
[weakly] !4i!-respect the diagram 1.2 at y : G --* Y when y/k exists and the 2-cell 
obtained from 1.7 by composing with t exhibits tfy as a [weak] right 9i!-extension of 
twdl along do. Just say t [weakly] 92-respects 1.2 when rp exhibits tf as a [weak] right 
9-extension of Iw along k; provided Y/k exists this is the same as asking t to 
[weakly] B-respect 1.2 at 1 y. When 9 is the set of all arrows into X, the prefix “%-” 
is omitted. 
1.16. Left lifting diagrams in .9C are right extension diagrams in YPoop. A left lifting of 
m : Y + X through t : A +X is absolute when it is respected by all arrows with target 
Y. An absolute left lifting of m through t in @‘at is precisely an adjoint fort relative to 
m in the sense of [3]. 
1.17. Formal relative adjoint functor theorem. Suppose the comma object of m : Y + 
Xand t:A+Xexists: 
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The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) m has an absolute left lifting through t; 
(ii) there exists a rigid diagram 
which is weakly respected by do; 
(iii) do has a left adjoint with identity unit; 
(iv) do has a left adjoint; 
(v) lA has an absolute right extension along t at m ; 
(vi) there exists a diagram 
do 
m/t-Y 
with the split idempotent property and which is weakly respected by t; 
(vii) (provided the necessary comma objects exist) lA has a pointwise right extension 
along tat m which is respected by t. 
Proof. The implications (i)+-(ii), (iii)+(iv)=+(v)a(vi), (vii)+(v) are obvious. 
(ii)+(iii). There exists a unique v : Y + m/t such that dov = 1, dlv = s, Au = v. 
Since qdo exhibits a weak lifting, there exists a 4 : sdo+d, with A = 4 . qdO. The 
comma object property gives a unique 5: vd,+l with dlc = 4, d,t = 1. Now 
77 = hv = Qv - qdov = & . 7 implies C$V = 1 by rigidity. The comma object property 
gives lv = 1,. So v-Id0 with identity unit and 5 counit. 
(vi)+(i). We shall use the following fact about comma objects: given b, 6’: 2 + 
m/t, T: dob*dob’, w : dIb+dIb’ such that Ab’ * mr = to - Ab, then the equation 
w - pb = pb’ - f~ holds. Since t weakly respects the diagram of (vi), there exists a 
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p : m + tf with tp . pdo = A. By the comma object property there exists a unique 
g:Y-,m/tsuchthatdog=1,dlg=fandAg=/3.So 
hg.ml=tpg*@dog=tpg*P=tpg*Ag, 
from which our fact gives p = p - pgdo. So 
pg=pg.pgdog=pg.pg 
is an idempotent of f as required in order to have a splitting s : Y + A, (Y : f Js, 
y : s +f with pg = ya, cry = 1,. It remains to show that ta - p exhibits s as an absolute 
left lifting of m through t. Take y : G + Y, h:G+A, 4:myjth. There exists a 
unique z : G --, B such that doz = y, dIz = h, AZ = 4. Then 
t(p . ydo)z . (ta . @)y = (tp . tyd,, * tod,, . pd,,)z = tpz * Pdoz = AZ = 4. 
Suppose 8 : gy =$ h satisfiies Hz * (ta * p)y = 4. Then 19 . cry * pgz = pz from our fact. 
So e = (p . ydo)z. 
(i)+(vii). Since (i) j (iii), we obtain a right extension of lA along t at m by 
composing dl with the left adjoint u of do; so this extension is certainly absolute. For 
y : G + Y, form y/do. Applying (i)+(iii) to the square for y/do in place of that for m/t 
we have that do: y/do* G has a left adjoint w with identity unit. Then dIvy is the 
composite 
G A yldo 
d, -m/t- d1 A. 
Pointwiseness follows. 0 
1.18. The equivalence of (i) and (iv) of Theorem 1.17 generalizes the formal adjoint 
functor theorem of [15, p. 121, [5, p. 2551; also see [24, pp. 115-1161. The 
equivalence of (i) and (vi) generalizes a result of Pare [17, p. 841. To see this take 
m = 1 and using Proposition 1.8 we obtain that t has a left adjoint if and only if there 
exists a diagram 
I 
A-X 
with the split idempotent property and which is weakly respected by t. Also see [26, 
Section 11. 
1.19. Recall that an arrow 4 : C? + C is called fully faithful when, for all 11, u : G + Q, 
y : qu ~qv, there exists a unique T : u + u with qr = y. We tend to identify Q with the 
set of arrows into C which are equivalent to 4, and to call it a full subobject of C. 
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2. Diagonals 
2.1. Let YZ denote a 2-category which for simplicity we suppose to be finitely 
complete [14] and to have cocomma objects (comma objects in x0’). 
2.2. For each object X of .% we have the lax comma Z-category YCIX described as 
follows. An object (U, U) is an arrow u : U +X with target X. An arrow 
(k,K):(I/,u)+(V,U)isadiagram 
2.3. 
k 
U l V 
X 
A 2-cell0 : (k, K)ti(k’, K’) is a Z-cell 8 : k+k’such that K’ = ~8 . K. Arrows (k, K) in 
YZ\]X with K an identity [isomorphism] will be called sfricr [strong]. 
2.4. The 2-category YL[IX is not generally finitely complete (although it is if X is a 
finitely complete object of YO However, we do have comma objects of strict arrows 
with arbitrary arrows. Suppose 
(k l):(B, mk)+(X ml, (y,P):(G, r)-+(Y, m) 
are arrows of YtllX. Then the following diagram exhibits ( y/k, rdO) as a comma object 
of (k, 1) and (Y, P) in .WX. 
b/k 4,) 
k&l) 
2.5. (d,.mA-gd,) I ; 
(B, mk) 
(k.1) ‘(Y,m) 
2.6. Anarrow(k,~):(U, u)+(V,u)hasaleftadjointinYf~~Xifandonlyifkhasaleft 
adjoint and K is an isomorphism in YiC. So right adjoints in 5ICIX are necessarily strong. 
2.7. To say ((A, t), (n, Y)) is a monad in YCllXisprecisely to say (A, n) is a monad and 
(t, Y): (A, n) + (X, lx) is a monad arrow in 3% 
2.8. A square 
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k 
B-Y 
in .% amounts precisely to a strict arrow (k, 1) : (B, mk) -+ (Y, m) together with an 
arrow (w, C#J) : (B, mk) + (A, t) with the same source in .Y]]X. 
2.9. A diagram 
(B, mk) 
(k.1, 
-(Y,m) 
in .9Z]]X amounts to a diagram 
2.10. 
k 
with 4 = tp . ak in 3% Such a diagram 2.10 is called a diagonal (p, f, a) for the square 
2.8 in L&C. If v is an identity the diagonal is said to be right strict. 
2.11. For an arrow t : A --, X in x, a full subobject Q of X/t (1.19) is called an object 
of t-morphisms. Write 2o for the set of arrows (a, 6) : (G, x) + (A, t) in x/IX such that 
the arrow G+X/r induced by a, 5 factors through 0. We say that Q contains the 
identities when (lA, 1,) E kzo. For an arrow m :X+X, we say that Q contains 
m-composites when, for all (a, 5) : (G, x) + (A, t), (a’, 5’) : (G, mtu) + (A, t) in .%JflX, if
(a, 0 and (a’, 5’) E So, then (a’, 5’ - rnt) E 20. 
2.12. Suppose Q is an object of t-morphisms. The diagonal 2.10 for 2.8 is said to be 
[weakly] locally Q-orthogonal when the triangle 2.9 has the [weak] right 2o- 
extension property at each arrow of the form (1 Y, p) : (Y, r) + (Y, m). It is pointwise 
locally Q-orthogonal when 2.9 has the pointwise right 2o-extension property. 
2.13. When .9Z is reasonable and (f, cr) E 2o, the diagonal 2.10 is pointwise locally 
Q-orthogonal if 2.9 has the right So-extension property at a set of arrows 
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( y, 6) : (G, X) --, (Y, m) for which the objects G strongly generate X (compare [25, 
Theorem 3, p. 1411). Furthermore, in order for a pointwise locally Q-orthogonal 
diagonal for 2.8 to exist, it suffices for (w, (I) to have a right &,-extension along (k, 1) 
at each arrow of the form ( y, 5) : (G, x) + (Y, m) where G runs over a set of objects 
which is dense in X(in the 2-categorical sense). For example, since 1 is dense in @‘at, 
we only need to find locally Q-orthogonal diagonals for squares of the form 2.8 with 
Y=l. 
2.14. The terms rigid and split idempotentproperty will be applied to 2.10 when they 
apply to 2.9 (see 1.4, 1.5). 
2.15. The diagonal 2.10 for 2.8 is said to be [weakly] Q-orthogonal when the 
triangle 
(B, tfk 1 
(k.1) 
-lx rf) 
2.16. ( W.lP ) 
\J 
& (f.1, 
(A, t) 
has the [weak] right So-extension property at each arrow of the form 
(1 y, fl) : ( Y, r) --, ( Y, tf). A Q-orthogonal diagonal is locally Q-orthogonal as one 
sees by looking at 2.16 at the arrow (1, (T):(Y, m)+(Y, tf) (1.10) and using 1.8. 
2.17. Theorem. Suppose that (h, 4): (B, k) + (X, m) is a monad arrow in .3!, that h 
factors through A as h = tw, and that Q is an object of t-morphisms which contains the 
identities and m-composites (2.11). Suppose (p, n, cr) is a locally Q-orthogonal 
diagonal for the square 
w 
B-A 
wk 
A-X I 
with (n, a) E 90. Then there exists a unique monad (A, n) such that (h, t+b) = 
(t, a)(~, p) is a factorization of (h, 4) in Mnd(Z). Furthermore, for any factorization 
(h, $) = (t, c’)( w, p’) through a monad (A, n’) with (n’, cr’) E 90, there exists a unique 
monad arrow of the form (1,~): (A, n)+ (A, n’) such that (w, p’) = (1, T)(w, p) and 
(t, a) = (t, a’)( 1, ?). 
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Proof. Consider the following diagram in ?fl\X. 
(W.1) 
(B. h) 
(i.1 B 
- (A/w, rdo) 
cd+‘), 
Cd,.1 I 
- (4 1) 
-‘ ,w 
(k.hq) (B,mh) w’ - (A, mt) 
The triangle involving p has the right 9 o-extension property at arrows (lA, p). The 
triangle involving A exhibits a comma object of (1, nt) and (w, 1) (note 0 = qhdl - tA). 
The triangle with the identity 2-cell is an absolute right extension since d, -I i. The 
triangle with no 2-cell commutes. The conditions on Q ensure that Z!o contains the 
identity of (A, t) and powers of (n, (T * qt). By 1.14, the monad ((B, h), (k, hq)) (see 
2.7) extends to a unique monad ((A, t), (n, u * qt)) such that the above diagram 
exhibits ((w, l), p) as a monad arrow in 2Z&X. Equivalently, there is a unique monad 
(A, n) such that (w, p) is a monad arrow and (t, CT) satisfies the compatibiiity-with- 
units condition in the definition of monad arrow. The multiplication of the monad 
(X, m) will now be used for the first time! Since (h, $) is compatible with multi- 
plications, the uniqueness property of right &-extensions allows us to deduce that 
(t, u) is too. So (h, $) factors uniquely as required. The last sentence of the theorem 
follows from 1.14 since LZ!o contains the powers of (n’, & * 71). Cl 
2.18. Corollary. Suppose (k, I++): (B, k)+ (X, m) is a monad arrow, h factors as 
h = tw, and w : B-+A has a left adjoint. Then there exists a monad n on A and a 
factorization of (h, (I/) through (A, n) as (h, $) = (t, g)(w, p) such that, for all 
factorizations (h, $) = (t, (+‘)( w, p’) through monads (A, n’), there exists a unique 
monad arrow (1~ r) with (w, p’) = (1, r)(w, p) and (t, cr) = (t, a’)(l, T). Cl 
2.19. We can generalize a technique of Srivastava [22, Proposition 3.1 of Chapter 
III] (cf. [31, Section 261) to obtain a lifting of a monad m on X through any 
cofibrution t :A +X (using the terminology of [30]; also “0-fibrations” and 
“opfibrations”). Form the Eilenberg-Moore object X” so that we have a universal 
monad arrow (u, ,Y) : (X”, 1) --, (X, m). Form the pullback: 
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Then we have a square 
B w +A 
A cocartesian 2-cell over nf: t=Smt gives a left adjoint for w. So Corollary 2.18 
applies with k = 1, h = tw and CL =xp. 
2.20. A diagram 
A ’ l X 
in X is said to [weakly] locally respect the diagonal 2.10 when, for all h : Y += C, 
a : hkjuw, p : sh+um with c5w * SLY = uJ/ * pk, there exists a [not necessarily] 
unique T: h +cf with up * rk = LY, 4f. ST = LO. p. Say 2.20 very weakly locally 
respects 2.10 when, for all such h, a, /3, there is a r:h+vfwithup.rk=a.Say2.20 
[weakly] respects 2.10 when it [weakly] locally respects the right strict diagonal 
(L&f7 111). 
2.21. Suppose s has a left lifting z : C +X through u in the diagram (2.20). Then 4 
corresponds to a 2-cell d’: 
2.22. 
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Form the cocomma object V of u and lA in YC: 
I 
A ,A 
2.23. 
There exists a unique x : V + X such that x a,-, = z, xa, = t, xp = d’. This yields a strict 
arrow: 
2.24. (ai, l):(A,r)+(V,x) 
in .%)1X. 
2.25. Let S% denote the set of arrows with target (V, x) which have the form (aoh, 1) 
for some (necessarily unique) h with target C. 
2.26. Proposition. Suppose in the diagram 2.20 that s has an absolute left lifting 
through u. The diagram 2.20 [weakly] locally respects the diagonal 2.10 if and only if 
the arrow 2.24 [weakly] G&respects the diagram 2.9 at each arrow of the form 
(l,p):(Y,r)+(Y,m) (see 1.15). Cl 
2.27. Theorem. If in the diagram 2.20 the arrow s has an absolute left lifting z 
through u then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) v has a left adjoint; 
(ii) there exists a pointwise orthogonal diagonal for 2.22, and 2.20 locally respects 
each locally orthogonal diagonal of the form 2.10; 
(iii) there exists a diagonal for 2.22 which has the split idempotent property and 
which is weakly locally respected by 2.20; 
(iv) (if idempotents split in .Y(C, A)) there exists a diagonal for 2.22 which is very 
weakly locally respected by 2.20. 
Proof. (ii)*(iii)+(iv) are obvious. 
(i)+(ii). If u has a left adjoint, a pointwise orthogonal diagonal for 2.22 exists 
since (u, 1) : (A, zu)* (C, z) has a left adjoint. A dual of 1.17 yields a left adjoint for 
& : A + V and hence for (2.24); so (2.24) respects all right extensions. 
(iii)*(i). The diagram 
t-4 zv) 
(V.1) 
-(C 2) 
(1.4’) 
4 
\/ 
(f.u) 
(A, t) 
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in .9Zl]X is given with the split idempotent property and which is weakly 9Ze,-respected 
by 2.20 at each (1 y, p). There exists a unique f’ : V+ A with f& =f, f& = lA, 
f’p = p; and there exists a unique cr’ : x a rf’ with CT’&, = a, rr’& = 1, (cocomma object 
property). This gives a diagram: 
(A, t) 
(a,.l) 
- (V.x) 
(A, t) 
which also has the split idempotent property. There exists a 2-cell 7: (&,, l)+ 
(ai, l)(f, a) such that dip - TV = p (weak %,-respectedness). Thus there is a 2-cell 
7’: lCV.xl*(&, l)(f’. (r’) which when pasted to the above triangle yields the identity. 
By Pare’s result (1.18) in x]]X we have that (ai, 1) has a left adjoint. By the dual of 
1.17, u has a left adjoint. 
(iv)+(i). A diagonal (p, f, (T) for 2.22 in this case yields a diagram 
u 
A-C 
with the split idempotent property. The very-weak-local-respectedness property 
suffices to give a 2-cell l* uf which pastes onto p to give the identity. So t’ has a left 
adjoint by Pare’s result (1.18) in YC. 17 
3. Semi-topological functors 
3.1. Semi-topological functors were given their name in [44] and treated more 
intensively in [30] (although the idea seems to be present in the concept of “weak 
inductive generation of faithful functors” appearing in [33]). A diagram 2.8 with 
Y = 1 just represents a t-cone IJ: Am j tw. In this case, a locally Q-orthogonal 
diagonal (p, Au, Aa) for 2.8 with (a, (T)E 2 o and p EM (a set of A-cones) is 
precisely a locally orthogonal (Q, M)-factorization 4 = tp - Au of IJ in the sense of 
[30]. If such diagonals are locally respected by 2.20 we say locally orthogonal 
(0, M)-factorizations of t-cones are locally respected by 2.20. 
3.2. The following characterization of semi-topological functors follows from [30, 
Theorem 5.21 and [32, Theorem 2.11. Also recall 2.13. 
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3.3. Theorem. The following conditions on a functor t : A +X are equivalent: 
(i) t is semi-topological; 
(ii) there exists a category Qof t-morphisms which contains the t-isomorphismssuch 
that, for all squares 2.8, there exists a locally Q-orthogonal diagonal (p, f, a) for 2.8 
with (f, a)E& (2.11); 
(iii) if Q is the category of t-quotient morphisms then, for all squares 2.8, there exists 
a locally Q-orthogonal diagonal (p, f, a) for 2.8 with (f, u) E 90. Cl 
3.4. Corollary. A functor t : A --, X is semi-topological if and only if there exists a 
category Q of t-morphisms containing the t-isomorphisms such that (A, t) is ?&- 
complete (1.12) relative to all strict arrows in %atl]X. 0 
3.5. Note that possible categories Q as in 3.3 (ii) and 3.4 are by no means arbitrary. 
In fact, any Q satisfying 3.4 is necessarily contained in the full subcategory of X/t 
consisting of the t-epimorphisms [30,6.4]. 
3.6. It follows from 3.3 and 2.27 that semi-topological functors have left adjoints. An 
alternative proof is given in [30, Theorem 4.71. 
3.7. Topologically-algebraic functors were introduced in [ 10; 111. In fact, t: A +X is 
topologically algebraic if and only if there exists a category Q of t-morphisms 
containing the t-isomorphisms such that, for all squares 2.8, there exists a Q- 
orthogonal diagonal (p, f, (T) for 2.8 with (f, (r)~S!o (see [28; 8; 31; 21 and 
[32, Remark 2.81). It follows that each topologically-algebraic functor is semi- 
topological. The converse is false [2; 91. Regular functors [7] and (E, M)-topological 
functors [6] are topologically algebraic; this includes functors monadic over Yet, 
top-categories [43], and so on (see [30]). 
3.8. Theorem 2.17 is immediately applicable to semi-topological functors. If 
(h, $) : (B, k) + (X, m) is a monad arrow, if h = tw with t semi-topological, if Q is as in 
Corollary 3.4 and also contains m-composites then the conclusion of Theorem 2.17 
holds. 
In particular, if t is (E, M)-topological the condition that Q should contain the 
m-composites can be replaced by the condition mE c E. When X = Yet, the latter 
condition is automatic. 
3.9. When t : A +X is semi-topological one gets the diagonals needed in Theorem 
2.27. For example, we have the next result (recall 2.13) which generalizes the main 
result of [42] which dealt only with the case where t is (E, M)-topological. 
3.10. Corollary. Let t be a locally orthogonal (Q, M)-functor [30] and suppose 
locally orthogonal (Q, M)-factorizations of t-cones are locally respected by 2.20. If u 
has a left adjoint relative to s, then v has a left adjoint. 0 
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3.11. Notice that locally orthogonal (Q, Ml-factorizations of r-cones are locally 
respected by 2.20 if one of the following conditions holds: 
(a) C$ is an isomorphism; 
(b) C$ is a coretraction and ut takes the cones of M into monocones; 
(c) (b is a coretraction and idempotents split in A. 
In particular, we deduce the result of [43] that, if t: A +X is topological, if t-initial 
A-cones are taken by v into s-initial cones, and, if 4 in 2.20 is an isomorphism, then the 
second sentence of Corollary 3.10 holds. 
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